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Abst ract - - In  this article, we study the numermal approximation of a Newtoman model for film 
blowing. We prove that the approximations for the bubble radius, and the film thickness, converges to
the true solution and establish the convergence rates. Numerical results are given whmh demonstrate 
the theoretical results obtained (~) 2005 Elsevmr Ltd. All mghts reserved 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This article examines the simplest mathematical model of the film-blowing process, the widely- 
employed industrial process used in the manufacturing of thin polymer film of thickness of the 
order of microns. In its physical reality, film-blowing involves complex physical and chemical 
changes occurring during manufacture; and a complete analysis of the most realistic models of 
this process would involve complex nonlinear problems, reflecting those changes. On the other 
hand, the relatively simple model considered here, which ignores a great deal of the detail of 
more realistic models, avoids many of the analytical difficulties associated with these. Moreover, 
the solutions obtained from use of this model retain much of the basic structure seen in them. 
Before considering the details of the model used here, it is convenient to outline the overall 
features of the film manufacturing process itself. The elements of this are displayed schematically 
in Figure 1. A tube of molten polymer film is extruded from an annular die of radius R0, at 
velocity V0, with thickness W0. An applied internal pressure difference Ap causes this tube 
to  eventua l ly  expand to  an  increased radius,  as shown. In  appropr ia te  c i rcumstances ,  an  in i t ia l  
narrowing, or necking may occur. As it develops, this tube or bubble of polymer is cooled by 
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Figure 1. Blown film process 
external air jets from an air ring located above the die. This cooling causes the film to solidify, 
eventually reaching a constant radius Rzv with thickness WzF at the freezeline, (Z = ZF), where 
its velocity is VzF. After the freezeline is reached the overall bubble shape remains unaltered; 
with the tube of film eventually being rolled flat as a double layered film and drawn off on to a 
roller. 
The literature relating to the film blowing process is vast, with most attention being directed 
towards experimental investigations supporting empirical observations. Fundamental work in- 
volving the simplest film models is given in the series of papers by Pearson and Petrie [1,2], and 
Han and Park [3-5]; and a recent survey of research on this topic is given [6]. More general blown 
film models are discussed in [7]. Where numerical simulations are applied, most effort is directed 
towards computing a stable approximation to the non-linear system and the reconciliation of the 
computational results with experimental observations. 
Our interest in this article is on the numerical simulation of the steady-state film blowing 
process. Specifically, we seek to address the question of how the results of the numerical simulation 
relate to the solution of the modeling equations. Note that this presupposes the existence of such a 
solution--to ur knowledge, this question has not been addressed in any of the relevant literature; 
and our analysis is the first of its kind. 
Since the equations modelling film blowing are highly nonlinear, our study will investigate 
the simplest film blowing problem--that of the steady isothermal blowing of an incompressible 
Newtonian film. While this model is of great simplicity, it retains many of the features of 
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more complicated models, and, as noted above, avoids much mathematical complexity, allowing 
a much higher level of rigor to be apphed. For this situation, the bubble structure shown in 
Figure 1 may be assumed to be axially symmetric, and the resulting fiim structure may be 
completely described by two unknown quantities--the (nondimensionalized) bubble radius, r, 
and (nondimensionalized) bubble thickness, w. 
In Section 2, the equations determining r and w, together with boundary conditions are given. 
The determination of r will be seen to be the result of solving a nonlinear two-point boundary- 
value problem, separated from the determination of w. In Section 3, we show that under small 
data assumptions the Galerkin approximation, rh, converges to the true solution, r, and specify 
the theoretical convergence rate. The theoretical convergence rate is then confirmed by numerical 
computations. In Section 4, we analyze the convergence of Wh to w, taking into account he error 
in the approximation due to using rh instead of r. Numerical results are given which confirm the 
theoretically predicted convergence rates. A consequence of the analysis is the observation that 
the order of the approximating elements used for the film thickness w should be the same as that 
used for approximating the bubble radius r. 
2. MODEL ING EQUATIONS 
Under the assumptions that (see [2,8]): 
(i) the forces controlling the flow are viscous forces arising in the steady isothermal f ow of a 
homogeneous Newtonian liquid, 
(ii) the film is thin enough for variations in the flow field across it to be ignored, 
(iii) the film is thin enough for the velocity gradients to be approximated locally by those of a 
plane film being extended bi-axially, 
(iv) the effects of gravity, surface tensions, air drag and the inertia of the fluid are negligible, 
the nondimensionalized equations describing the film blowing process are as follows. 
The (dimensionless) bubble radius r(z) satisfies: 
-2 r  2 (Br 2 + Fc) r" + 6r' + r (Fc - 3Br 2) (1 + r '2) = 0, 0 < z < L, (2.1) 
subject o the boundary conditions 
r(0) = 1, r'(L) = 0. (2.2) 
The associated equation for the (dimensionless) film thickness w(z) is 
~lr ,  1 (Br2_kFc) ( l+r ,2 ) )w=O ' 0<z<L,  (2.3) 
w l÷ \2r  +4 
with the boundary condition 
w(0) = 1. (2.4) 
In the above, B and Fc are positive dimensionless parameters, with B being a measure of the 
pressure difference AP, and Fc a measure of the pulling force exerted at the freezeline. 
In relation to Figure 1, in (2.1)-(2.4) r(z) = R(Z) /Ro,  w(z) = W(Z) /Wo,  z = Z/Ro, and 
L = ZF/Ro. 
Note that the two-point boundary-value problem (2.1),(2.2) for r(z) is completely independent 
of the vamable w(z). In principle, (2.1),(2.2) can be solved for r(z), and the result incorporated 
into (2.3),(2.4), an initial-value problem determining w(z). 
An alternative to boundary condition (2.2)(b) is to impose 
r(L) = BUR, 
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where BUR represents the blowup ratio. The following analysis can be modified to handle this 
boundary condition, resulting in the same convergence rate for the numerical approximations. 
We make the following assumptions for r(z) 
A1 There exists a constant rm > 0, such that r(z) >_ r,~, for 0 < z < L. 
A2 The exists constants cl, c2 > 0, such that Cl _< (Br 2 + F~)(1 + r'2)/4 + r'/(2r) < c2. 
For notational convenience, we let co > 0 denote 
co :=  + (2.5) 
REMARK. Assumption A1 simply states that the film bubble does not collapse upon itself. Similar 
to Assumption A1, the constant c2 < oo implies that the film bubble does not collapse on itself 
(r = 0), and additionally, does not explode (r' ~ oo). Physically we expect he film thickness 
to be strictly monotonically decreasing as a function of z, for 0 < z < L. From (2.3), at the 
freezeline (z -- L) we have w'(L) = -1/4(Br(L) 2 + Fc)w(L) < 0. Hence the existence of cl > 0 
is a physically realistic assumption. 
3. NUMERICAL  APPROXIMATION OF  r(z) 
In this section, we study the numerical approximation of (2.1),(2.2). We begin by reformulating 
the problem (2.1),(2.2) as a variational equation, suitable for establishing the existence of a 
numerical approximation scheme and its convergence properties. To this end, we introduce some 
o mathematical notation. 
3.1. The Variational Equation 
The following notation will be used. Let I denote the interval (0, L). The L2(I) norm and 
inner product will be denoted by I1"11 and (., .). Likewise, the Lp(I) norms and the Sobolev W~(I) 
norms are denoted by I]' IILp and II ' IIw~, respectively. For the seminorm in Wpk(I), we use I" Iw~- 
H k is used to represent the Sobolev space W~, and 1[" Ilk, I" Ik denotes the norm and semi-norm 
in H k. The following function space is used in the analysis 
X ::/7/01 (I) = {v e H i ( I ) :  v(0) : 0}. 
To enable us to approximate he solution of (2.1),(2.2) in a subspace, we introduce the change 
of variable ~ -- r - 1 which transforms (2.1),(2.2) into the following equations for ~. 
0<z<L,  
(3.1) 
subject o the boundary conditions 
~(0) = 0, f'(L) = 0. (3.2) 
The boundary value problem (3.1),(3.2) for ~ may be reformulated in a generalized form, 
suitable for the subsequent analysis. If we let v E/}0~(I), we obtain, on multiplying (3.1) by v, 
integrating by parts, and applying the condition (3.2), the equation 
L L 
/o L /o L ) + 6~'vdz+ (~+1) Fc -3B(~+I )  2 ( l+~'2)  vdz - -0 ,  VvEX.  
(3.3) 
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When (3.3) holds for some ~:, for every v E X , we will term ~ a variational solution of the 
problem (3.1),(3.2). Clearly, any solution of (3.3) that is sufficiently smooth will also be a solution 
of (3.1),(3.2). However, there may be nonsmooth functions ~ that satisfy (3.3). 
Let Th denote a partition of I into subintervals. For K E Th let hK denote the length of the 
subinterval K. We assume there exists CT > 0, such that 
CT <_ mingeTh hg < 1. 
maXKETa hK -- 
For CT > O, Th is called a quasi-uniform partition of I. This assumption is necessary for Lemmas 1 
and 2 below. 
Let Pk(K)  denote the space of polynomials on K of degree no greater that k. Introduce the 
approximation space for ~, X~ as 
X~ := {v e X nC( I - ) :  r ig  e Pk(g) ,  VK  e Th}.  (3.4) 
Let T¢ E X~ be a Pk, continuous, interpolant of ~. For ~ E Hk+l(I), we have [9] 
I1~11 - T¢ + h H~' - T¢'II <_ Cph k+l I~lk+l . (3.5) 
For v C X, from the fundamental theorem of calculus, we have 
Hvl]oo <_ tI]l/21v]l = L1/21V]l , (3.6) 
as IIl = n. 
The following two lemmas are used in establishing the error estimates for the numerical ap- 
proximations [10]. 
LEMMA1. For v 6 X~ with 1 <_ p < oo, 1 <_ q <_ oo, and 0 < m < l, we have that there exists 
C = C(l, p, q), such that 
flvllwz,.(K) ~ Ch m-l+mm(O'd/p-d/q) IIVlIW,.,q(K) (3.7) | 
LEMMA 2. Let Ih denote the interpoIant of v. Then for all v C Win'n(12) A C~(Y~) and 0 < s < 
min{m, r + 1}, 
II , - Ihllw., ( ) <_ (3.8) ! 
3.2. Numer ica l  Approx imat ion  
It is not the purpose of this investigation to establish the existence and uniqueness properties of 
the equation (3.3) (or of (3.1),(3.2)). Rather, we will proceed to show that, under the assumption 
of the existence of a suitably smooth solution ~ of (3.3), a well-defined numerical approximation 
~h can be specified that converges to ~ in an appropriate sense. 
Thus, we define the task of determining the numerical approximation ~h to ~ by: determine 
rh E X~ satisfying 
÷ /o ÷ (3.9) 
/o /o + 6 'hvdz+ V eX . 
We now show that, under suitable conditions, a unique solution to the discretized system (3.9) 
exists. Fixed-point heory is used to establish the desired result. The proof is established using 
the following four steps. 
1. Define an iterative map in such a way that a fixed point of the map is a solution to (3.9). 
2. Show the map is well-defined, and bounded on bounded sets. 
3. Show there exists an invariant ball on which the map is a contraction. 
4. Apply Banach's fixed-point theorem to establish the existence and uniqueness of the dis- 
crete approximation. 
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THEOREM 3.1. For k • N, assume that (3.1),(3.2) has a solution ~ • X N H~+I(I). Then, for 
[l~[lk+~, B, F¢, L, and h sufficiently small, there exists a unique solution to (3.9) satisfying 
II '~' - ~ll  + II ,~ - ~hll <--- Ch k. (3.10) 
PROOF. 
STEP i. 
satisfies 
for 
and 
THE [TERATIVE MAP. A mapping ~5 : X~ --* X~ is defined via: ~2 =/1~(~1), where ~2 
Ah (r2, v) = F h (v), Vv • Xh, (3.11) 
L 
(3.12) 
f0 L , t f0 L Fel(v) := - (2(fl + 1)2(B(~1 + 1) 2 q- -Pc)) ~lvdz + 3B(~1 + 1)2(1 + r~2)rlvdz 
(3.13) // - (Fc - 3B(~1 + 1)2)(1 + ep)vdz. 
STEP 2. SHOW ~ IS WELL-DEFINED AND BOUNDED ON BOUNDED SETS. To see that ~ is well 
defined, observe that on choosing v = f2 we have 
L 
+ £ F~ (1 + ~i 2) ~2~2 ez (3.14) 
>_ 2 (h + 1) 2 (B (~1 + 1) 2 + Fc) [If~[[ 2+ 3~2(1) 2+ F¢ I[~2H 2
Co []e~]] 2 ÷ 3r2(1) 2 ÷ Fc He2l] 2 , 
where Co = minz 2(fl + 1)2(B(~1 + 1) 2 + Fc) > 0. 
Positivity of Ael (-,.) guarantees invertibility of the linear system (3.11). 
Note that Fe 1 (r2) satisfies the bound 
f0 L dz + (Fo- 3B (~1 ÷ 112) (1+ ~2) ~2 
e,2~ II÷ [[~2llo~ [l~lHoo 3B (rl ÷ 1) 2 (1 ÷ i/ilL, 
+ 11~211~ (Fc- 3B¢~ + 1) 2) ¢1 + ~2) 
LI" 
Using (3.6), Young's inequality, and (A.3)-(A.5), we have for arbitrary ez, e2, e3 > 0, 
1 2 1 2 (D5 + D6 ll~l[2) 2 IF~ (h)l __ ~, IIGI[ 2 + ~D~ Ile~ll ~ +E= IIGI[ + ~-~ D=
1 (Dr + Ds [l~ll2) 2 (3.16) 
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Combining (3.14) and (3.16), we conclude that @ is bounded on bounded sets. 
STEP 3. EXISTENCE OF AN INVARIANT BALL FOlK (I). We begin by defining an invariant ball. 
Let R = CB h k, and define the ball B~ as 
B~ := {v e Z~: LI~' - v'll + I1~- vii _< R}. (3.17) 
The solution ~ of (2.3),(2.4) satisfies 
Ae (~, v) = F.~(v), Vv e Xh. (3.18) 
Subtracting (3.11) from (3.18) implies that 
Ae (~, v) - Ael (r2, v) 
L fo L 
f0 L (~,5_ ~f) ~5~ez + F~ 
f0 L ~,2) (~ _ ~,) + 3B(~+1)  2 (1+ dz 
/o~.(~.÷.)~i1 ~'~1 ..~l).~v~z + + -(~1+1) 2(1+ 
-/o ~ ( (~-  ~ + ~)~) i1 + ~'~t- p~- -~  + ~)~) I, ÷ ~,,~l)~z 
= F~(v) - F , I (~) ,  for ~ c x;~. 
Let T¢ denote the interpolant of ~ in X~, and introduce 
h -- ~ - 7~, E -- 7¢ - ~5. (3.20) 
Then, e := r -  r2 = A+ E. 
With these definitions, together with the choice v = E, the left-hand side of (3.19) becomes 
At (~, E) - A~I (r2, E) 
= 2(~+I)2(B(~+I)2+_p~)E'E'dz 
+ ~0L 2 (~ + 1) 2 (B(~ + 1) 2 + Fc) A'E'dz (3.21) 
- ~0L2 ((' + 1) 5 (B (' + 1) 2 + F~) - ( '1  + 1) 2 (B ('1 + 1) 2 + -Pc)) E'E' dz 
+ ~0L2(('+ 1) 5 (B( '  + 1)2+ -Pc)-('1 + 1) 5 (B('rl + 1)2+-P~))TC'E'dz 
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f0 L f0 L + 6E'E dz + 6A'E dz 
/: jo + F¢(1+ EEdz+ Fc(I+?'2) AEdz 
-.[~Fo <-  ~,2)z~ +.~F~ <-~'~) 7?.E dz 
:= J1 + J2 +""  + Jlo. 
(3.21)(cont.) 
We need to proceed to bound E in terms of the true solution ?, the radius of the ball R, and 
the given data B, F~, and L. 
£o L Yl = 2( f+ I )2 (B(?+I )2+F~)E 'E 'dz  
> 2r~ (Br~ + F~) IIE'II 2 . 
(3.22) 
~=fo L 
where D21 := 112(~ + 1)2(B(~ + 1) 2 
1) 2 / 1-)2 \ 2¢~+ (z(~+ +Fo)a'E',~z 
1 2 
IIE'I[ ~ - ~lD2X IIA'II 2 , 
+ F~)II~¢ < ~,  as I1,~11~ is bounded, 
(3.23) 
j3 =-  f0L 2 ((~ + 1-)2 (B( f  + 1)2+ F¢) - ( r l  + 1) 2 (B(~I + 1-)2+ F~))E'E'dz 
>_ - , /~-  ~/,~ ~/~ + ~ ÷ ~/( .  [~ + ~/~ + <~ ÷ 1/~] + ,'~) ~ ,~'11 ~
> -022 I1¢ - ~11 llE'II 2 , using (3.6), 
(3.24) 
where D22 := L1/2112(~ -}- ?~1 + 2)(B[(~l -]- 1-) 2 -4- (?~ + 1) 2] + Fc)ll~ < ~ (as II~llI~ is bounded in 
terms of Ilel[~ and R). 
•4 
> 
.15= 
&= 
JT= 
. / s  = 
/0L 2 (/~ + 1>~ (./~ + 1>2+ ~)-/~1 + 1/2 (./~1 + 1~2+ ~))  ~,~,dz 
liE, l[2 _ 4!___~D22 2 it~, - ~[]2 ll~,[[2. ~2 
O L 6E'E dz 3E(1) 2. (3.26) 
fo L 9 IIA, II 2 (3,27) 6A'Edz > -e3llEl[ z - e-~ ' 
fo L ¢2) -Pc (1 + EEdz > FclIEI[ ~. (3.28) 
fo L ¢2) Fo (1 + AE dz 
- l i fe  (1 + ¢2)11L ' rlAIl~ tWH~ (3.29) 
-e4 IIE'I[ 2 - 4!--4 D~3e 
- i  
IIAql 2 . 
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where D23 := lIFe(1 + ~'2)IIL 1 < c~, as ~=' • L2(I). 
f0 L (¢2 J9 = - Fc _ ~2)  EE  dz 
< life _   2)IlL, P[EII IIEI[  (3.30) 
< D24 lit' - +~11 IIE'II 2 , 
where D24 := Fcll~' +~i[ I  < ~ (as I[~ll is bounded in terms of IV'l[ and R). 
fo L (¢2 J10 = _Pc _ ~2) ?EE dz 
< 11Fo(¢2 - - 1 J ttL, I ln l l~  I IE I [~  (3.31) 
- ~ IIE'II 2 + 4-~D24 Itn'll 2 I1¢- 7:~N 2. 
Next the terms on the r ight -hand side of (3.19) must be similarly bounded for the choice v = E .  
L 
= (~' - ~'~) E dz 
(3.32) 
liE'll 2 + ~D~5 I1¢112 I1¢-~1[ 2 , _< £6 
where [I (2(~ + 1)~(B(+: + 1) 2 + Fc))' It -< D~+bll,:'ll. (See (A.6) for e~stence of D25 < oo.) 
J12 =- /o  L2 [(0:-4-1) 2 (B(~ ÷ 1)2÷ Fc))'-((?~1 ÷ 1) 2 (B(~I  + 1)2÷ Fc))'] ~'lEdz 
__< [2('r--'/~1)('/~÷?~1÷2)(S [(~1÷1)2÷(?~÷1)2]-~-Fc)] ! ]]~HHE]]cx: ) (3.33) 
1 2 ~, < 67 IIE'I[ 2 ÷ ~eTD26 Ilr' -- r 1 II 2 . 
The existence of D26 is given in (A.7). 
_< 3B ('~ + 1) 2 (1 + ?,2) L, IV - / :1  I1~ IIEIl~o (3.34) 
_< ~a I]E'II 2 + ~-~-~ D2~ I1¢ - , :~[f • 
where D27 := ll3B(7: + 1)2(1 + ~'2)IIL, < oo, as I1~11~ xs bounded and 7:' C L2(I). 
y ,= 3B ((~ + 1)~) (1 + ¢2) - (~ + 1)2 (1 +,~i~) ~Eez  
___ I1~ - ~111~ llaB [(~, + 1) (¢ + ~)  + (~ + ~1 + 2) (1 + ¢~)]11~, [1~111~ IIEII~ (3.35) 
1 2 _< ~9 IIE'[I 2 + ~-~e9 D2s 1]~'-~112 • 
The existence of D2s is given in (A.8). 
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Finally, 
~o L +,>')  i, + <,> - +,>')  <, 
fo L (¢,2 =-  F~ -~)Eez  
+ 3B ((¢ + 1)2 (1+ ~'2) - (~ + 1)2 (1+ ~12)) E d~ 
+ I1~ - ~,lloo 113" [(el + 1)(e' + e~) + (e + e~ + =) (1 + e'=)] I1~,, IIEII~ 
_< F~ I1~' +~11 l ie ' -~11 [IEll~ 
+ I1~- ~11o~ II3B [(e, + 1)(~' + ~)  + (~ +~ + 2)0  + e'2)] I1~, IIEIIo~ 
~ 1 2 
< elO IIE'II 2 + D~o lie - ~ill 2 + £11 IIE'II 2 + 4-~ D28 I1~' - ~ill 2 , 
(3.36) 
where D2o := Fc(ll~'ll + I1~11). 
Combining (3.19) with the estimates (3.22)-(3.36), we have that 
(2r2,, (Br~ + Fc) - (e, + e2 + e4 + es + e6 + e7 + e8 + e9 + el0 + e11) 
- (922 + 924)[iF' - F~J[)JJE']I + 3E(1) 2 + (Fc - e3)[[EJ[ 
(1  2 9+~_4D~3)  IIA, II2 -< 4-~el D21 + c~ (3.37) 
1 2 4_~D~511~,112+ 41~___~.D~s -l t- (~E2 D222 II'~."II 2 --~.- ~65D24 [IT~"II2 -~ - 
1 2 ~D, ' s~,< ~,2 
+~--;D,'~ + ~D,'~0 +~D2~ + ~,~ J - 
Note that the constants D. only depend upon [[?]]~, and the data B, Fc, and L. Addition- 
ally, from (3.5), [[~'[[ ~ [l~'[[ + Cphk[]r[]k+l . For h sufficiently small, and the e,, i = 1,... 11, 
appropriately chosen, we have that the coefficients of ][E'[] and [JEll in (3.37) are greater that 
r2(Br 2 + F¢), and F~/2, respectively. Hence, we have that for positive constants/)1 and b2, 
determined by I]~]]1 and the data, 
IIE'II ~ + IIEII ~ _< b~ IIA'II 2 + D2 I1~' - eill 2 (3.3s) 
~ 2 2 - 2 h2k /~)2t~2/~2k <_ D1C~ []r[Ik+l +--2~8,o . 
Finally, using (3.5) and (3.38), we have 
II~' - ~&ll + [1~ - ~211 ~ IIA'll + []E'II + IIAll + []EII (3.39) 
_< Cp II':llk+l hk + 2L)lcp II~llk+l hk + 2[)2CBhk + Cp )l~lik+l hk+l" 
Hence, for h, [[rNk+l, and the data sufficiently small, and CB appropriately chosen, from (3.39) 
we have that I1~'-fill + [Ir- f~.[I < CBhk" Thus, • is a strict contraction on the ball, B~,, defined 
in (3.17). 
STEP 4. A direct application of Banach's fixed-point heorem now establishes the uniqueness of 
the approximation and the stated error estimates. | 
Helpful in establishing the error estimate for the width of the film w, presented in the next 
section, is the following estimate. 
11411oo ~ II# - 411oo + II#ll~ 
I1# - 411~ + II~'ll~ 
<_ IIE'I[~ + IIA'lloo + l[~'lloo 
<- C1 h-1/2 ltE'I[ + C2h 112 Ilfl[2 + I l f ' l l~, 
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For ~ E X A H2( I ) ,  there  a constant C < co, such that for h sut~ciently small ,  
As f E H2( I ) ,  IVII2, and  I1~'11~ are bounded.  
bounded.  
h = L/40 
h = L/80 
h = L/160 
h = L/320 
h = L/640 
us ing (3.7) and  (3.8). 
F rom (3.38) it  foUows that  h-1/211Eql is also 
| 
3.3 .  Numer ica l  resu l t s  fo r  rh(z) 
In  th is  sect ion,  we present  numer ica l  results  for the  approx imat ion  of the  (d imensionless)  rad ius  
of the  bubb le ,  r ( z )  = 1 +f (z ) .  The  numer ica l  resul ts  are compared  w i th  the  pred ic ted  theoret ica l  
resu l ts  g iven in Theorem 3.1. 
Table 1. Experimental rates of convergence for IIr~ - r'll. 
Predicted 
1.81E - 01 
7.62E - 02 
3.68E - 02 
1.83E - 02 
9 l i e  - 03 
P /W Linear Approx. (k = 1) P /W Quad. Approx. (k = 2) P /W Cubm Approx (k = 3) 
I t4  - ~h II Cvge. Rate Ilrh, -- r2h ]1 Cvge. Rate lira, - r2h il Cvge. Rate 
1.25 
1.05 
1.01 
1.00 
1.0 
4.5 
1 98E  - 02 
4.71E - 03 
1 17E - 03 
2.93E - 04 
7.32E - 05 
2.07 
2.01 
2.00 
2.00 
2.0 
2.14E - o3 
3.08E - 04 
3 86E - 05 
4.83E - 06 
6.04E - 07 
2.80 
3 O0 
3 O0 
3.00 
3.0 
I.LI 
...I 
$ 
m 
m 
m ul, 
z 
_o 
ff l  
I I I I 
3.5 
3 
25 
2 
1.5 
0.5 
COROLLARY 3.1. 
f l  h < C, i.e., ~l h remains bounded as h ~ oo. 
PROOF. We have that  for A = ~ - 7~, and  E = 7~ - fh  
I I I I 
1 2 3 4 
DIMENSIONLESS DISTANCE FROM NOZZLE 
Figure 2. Plot of the dimensionless bubble radius. 
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For the numerical experiments, we used the following parameter values (taken from [11]): 
B = 0.15, Fc = 0.2207, L = 6.0. Computations were performed on a sequence of uniform 
partitions of [0, L], using 40, 80, 160, 320, and 640 subintervals. On successive partitions the 
difference between the derivatives of the approximations, IIf~ - ~hll, was calculated. From 
(3.10), we have that 
I1~, - '~hll --< I1~, -- ~'11 + II '~' -- ~ht l  
<_ Ch k + C(2h)k = ~hk, (3.40) 
where k denotes the degree of the approximating, piecewise polynomial. 
Presented in Table 1 are the results for ll?h-?~h [I for linear (k = 1), quadratic (k = 2), and cubic 
(k = 3) piecewise polynomial approximations. A plot of the approximation f the (dimensionless) 
radius of the bubble is shown in Figure 2, generated using a piecewise quadratic approximation 
with 320 subintervals. The bubble profile is consistent with that physically observed. The 
numerical rates of convergence &, defined by 
log (linCh -- ~h l l / I1~ -- ~Shlt) 
&:  ....... log(2)  ' (3.41) 
agree with those predicted theoretically by Theorem 3.1, namely, k. 
4.  NUMERICAL  APPROXIMATION OF w(z) 
In this section, we study the numerical approximation of (2.3),(2.4). 
Helpful in establishing the error in the approximation of w is the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Let HS(z)ll < 1 and g(z) satisfy 
g '+ 5(z)g = -5(z) ,  o < z < L, 
g(o) = o. 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
There exists a constant C, such that 
IIg'(~)ll < Cll~(z)ll. (4.3) 
PROOF. Observe that (4.1),(4.2) is a linear system of equations whose unique solution is given 
by 
g(z) = 1 - e -  Z ~(t) dt (4.4) 
Hence, 
g'(z) = 5(z)e-  fo $(t) at, and 
IIg'(z)ll < II~(z)tl e-z~(t)d~ 
< CIl~(z)ll. 
In order to approximate w over a subspace, we introduce the change of variable 
@:=w-1  ¢~ w=@+l .  
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Rearranging (2.3), we obtain the following differential equation and homogeneous boundary 
condition for @. 
w '+ 2(~+1)  
= _ ( ~r 
2(e+1)  
+ I (B  (? + 1) 2 + F:)(1 + ~,2)) 
1 (B("r+I)2+Fc)( I+~'2)) ,  - -+-~ (4.5) 
@(0) = 0. (4.6) 
We introduce the approximation space for @, X~ as 
X~ := {v e C (/--): VlK e Pro(K), vg  • Th}. 
For ~h defined by (3.9), we define the numerical approximation of (4.5),(4.6) as: determine 
@h • X~ satzsfym 9 
fo L (V~h~dZ + foL(  #h,- + l(B(~h+l)2+F~)( l+~h2))@hOd z 
20:h -v 1) 4 (4.7) 
=- f0  L ,2  ( (rh -~-+1) +41(B( rh+1)2+Fc) ( l+r lh2) )  bdz' 
where ~) := v + uhv ~, v • X~, and u is a small positive constant. 
We now proceed to establish the existence of Wh, and its convergence properties. 
For notational convenience, we make the following definitions. 
H(r) := (B (r + 1) 2 + _be) (1 + r '2)/4 + r'/(2(r + 1)), (4.8) 
/0 /0 A(r; w, v) = w'~ dz + H (r)w¢; dz (4.9) 
F(r;v) := - H(r)gdz. (4.10) 
Note that (4.7) is equivalent to: A(~h;@h,V) = F(?h;V), for all v • X~. 
Before discussing the error in the approximation, we prove the following estimate for H(~) - 
H(~h), which is used in the subsequent analysis. 
LEMMA 4. For h sufficiently small, and ~ • X n Hk+l(I) there exists a constant Co, such that 
IIH (~) - H (~h)ll -< Co hk. (4.11) 
PROOF. We establish (4.11) by considering two separate pieces. First, we have that 
(~ + 1~+ ~)/~ + ~'~/: [~  +1+ ~_ ~ + C/1 + (~ + ~- ~ 
+ B (~ - ~h) (~ + ~h + 2) (1 + ~,2). 
Thus, 
(~+ 1~+ ~)i1 +~,~/ - (~ + ~+ ~)(~ +~/ 
_ B (~:h+l)2+F¢ ~ I1~'-~1[ (II~'II~+[I~II~)+B II~:+~h+211~ ][1+~'21l~ II'=-':hll (4.12) 
<- DIC~ hk (I[r II~ + II hl[~) + D2C~ hk 
<_ Dsh k, 
as, [I'P'[[oo and IlY~[[oo are bounded. 
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Secondly, 
r' ~ = ~' ( rh - - r )+~(~' - -~)+(~' - -~)  
+ 1 ~h + 1 (~ + 1) (~h + 1) 
Using A1 and (3.10), we obtain 
~' ~;~ < 1 
+ 1 ~h + 1 -- r,~r,,~/---"---2 (llr'H°°)l~h - rll + (1 + II~Iloo)I1~' - r~H) (4.13) 
<_ D4h k. 
Combining (4.12) and (4.13), we obtain (4.11). | 
LEMMA 5. For h sufllciently small (4.7) determines a unique (oh E X~ v . 
PROOF. As (4.7) represents a square linear system of equations, existence and uniqueness of (oh 
is equivalent to the invertible of the coefficient matrix. 
Choosing v = (oh in (4.7), we have 
/0 /0 A (rh; (Oh, (Oh) = (O'h ((OU + vhVa'h) dz + H (rh) (oh ((oh + vh(o'h) dz 
~1 foe fO 1 =,,hli(o'h]12 + (o'h'~'hdz + H(eh) C",,(ohdz+"h S(eh)(oh'~/hdZ 
11 11 + (H (¢h) - H (~)) (oh(oh & + ~,h (H ('M - H (~)) (oh(ol &.  
Now, using Assumption A2, (4.11), (3.7), we have that 
1~ 2 A(~h;(oh,(oh) >_ t,h II(o~l{ 2+ ~Wh(1) + cl II(ohll 2 - rhea II(ohll II(oIJl 
IIH (~h) H (~)II - " " '  - - ll~'hllL, - ~'h IIH (~h) - H (~)II ll~hllL, llwhllL, 
( 1_ 2 
>_ ~,h ,,1 - 4~ / ll(o£112 + ~Wh(1) + (Cl -- q)II~hll 2 
(4.~4) 
- Coh~h-~/~II(o~II 2 - ~hCoh~h-~/~II(ohll II(o£11 
- . 4q ~ / II(o£112 
+ 1(oh(1)2 + (C l - -e l -Coh  ~-1/2 -e=)II(ohll = . 
Hence, for h sufficiently small (4.14) establishes the positivity of A(~h; (oh, v) which guarantees 
the invertibility of the approximating linear system. | 
Next, consider the function q(z) denoting the solution of 
( r_~ l(B(~h+l)2+Fc)(l+~2)) q 
q'+ \2(~h+~) +~ 
( 'h 1 (B ('h + 1)2+ F~)(1 + ,~2)) (4.15) 
- 2(~h +~) +~ 
q(0) =0.  (4.16) 
Note that (4.15),(4.16) is a linear differential differential equation for q(z). Existence and 
uniqueness of q(z) follows from Lemma 3. Important in the subsequent error analysis for q - (oh 
is the order of approximation ofq by its interpolant in X~'. We address this issue in the following 
lemma. 
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LEMMA 6. For q satisfying (4.15),(4.16), we have that q e HZ/2-e(I), for any e > O. In addition, 
for r 6 Hk+l(I), the interpolant of q 6 X~, Q, satisfies 
h I1¢ - Q' i l  + IIq - QII  chmm{k+l'm+l}. (4.17) 
PROOF. From (4.4) q'(z) is given by 
q'(z) = -H  (rh) (z)e- Z .(e~)(t)dt 
Using Corollary 3.1, we have that H~lloo and II~h]]oo axe bounded, and for h sufficiently small 
(fih + 1) is bounded away from zero. Thus, exp(- fo H(~h)(t) dt) is bounded for 0 < z < L, as is 
Hq']]oo- As q' is only a piecewise continuous function it follows that q 6 H3/2-E(I), for any e > 0. 
Because of this lack of regularity for q(z) on I, we cannot use the standard interpolation result 
to conclude (4.17). However, on each subinterval K 6 Th q(z) has much higher regularity, and 
as the interpolants are constructed on each subinterval, it is the regularity within K which is 
important. 
Without loss of generality assume that n = rain{k, m}. Then, on each subinterval K, we have 
h IIq' - ~'HL2(K) ~- ]lq - QHL2(K) <- Chn+l q(n+l) L2(K) " (4.18) 
We need to establish that I]q n+l [tn2(g) is bounded independent of h. 
Note that q(n+l) is of the form 
q(~+l)(z) = -H (~h) (~) (z)e-• H(eh)(t)at+ CH (eh) (~-1) (z)H (~h)(z)e-Z H(eh)(t)dt 
+' ' "  + (H (?Zh) (z)) n+l e- fo~ H(eh)(t) dt. (4.16) 
We first show that [IH(~h)(n)(z)exp(--fo H(~h)(t)dt)HL2(K ) is bounded independent of h. As 
exp(--fo H(~h)($)dr)lice is bounded all we need show is that [IH(~h)(n)(z)tlL~(K) is bounded in- 
dependent of h. 
Note that the highest derivative term in H(~h)(n) (z) is ~(h ~+1). For 7~ the interpolant of ~, and 
E = 7~ - rh (as defined above) 
h L2(K) _ ~r~(n+l) L2(K) _{_ -- h L2(K ) 
~__ C ?~(n+l) L2(K) jr. E(n+l) L2(K) 
_< C ~(n+l) + h-~ , L2(K) HE HL2(K) , using (3.7). 
Summing across all the subintervals K, we have using (3.38) 
E' 2 ,/~(n.-.I-1) 2 < (~1 ~(n-.I-1) 2 + C'2 h-2'~ II IIL2U) 
E h L2(K ) -- L2(I ) K E Th 
-<C1 ?:(n+l) 2L2(I )-[-C2h-2nh2k (63 ?:(k+l) 2L2(I )~-C4). 
As H~(h n+l) [IL2(K) is uniformly bounded across all the subintervals, independent of h, it follows 
that 117:(h3)llL~(g) is alSO uniformly bounded across all the subintervals, independent of h, for 
3 -- 0,1,. . .  , n. Thus, all the terms on the right-hand side of (4.19), except he first term, are 
uniformly bounded independent of h and n. Moreover, 
KETh L2(K) 
~ C l l r (n+l ) :2 ( i )q -h2(k -n ) (62  r(k+l)[:~(i)-~-C3) q-C4. 
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Therefore, we have that 
q(n+l) L2(K) < 66  nu _1_ 67  , 
-- \ l l  IIL2(I) n2(1)/ 
which in view of (4.18) the stated result follows. | 
We have the following estimate for (q - @h). 
LEMMA 7. For q satisfying (4.15),(4.16), h sufilciently small, and @h determined by (4.7), we 
have that 
V~ llq'-@~[l + [Iq -~h l l  <- Cw hmin{m+l/2'k+l/2}" (4.20) 
PROOF. Note that q satisfies A(~h; q, v) = F(~h; v) for all v E Xh. Therefore, we have that 
L L 
A(~h;q,v)-- A(~h;@h,V)= fo <q'--@lh)OdZ + fo H(~h)(q--@h)Odz=O. 
Let Q denote the interpolant of q in X~, and introduce 
A = q - Q, E = Q -- Wh- (4.21) 
Then, e := q - wh = A + E. 
With these definitions, and the choice v -- E, we have 
n fo L A (~; @, E) - A (fih; Cvu, E) = fin E' (E + vhE') dz + A' (E + vhE') dz 
fo + [In H (~h) E (E + vhE') dz + H (~h) A (E + vhE') dz 
:= J~ + J2 + Jz + J4 = o. 
(4.22) 
We now proceed to estimate the terms J1 through 3"4. 
o L E '  J1 := (E + vhE') dz (4.23) 
= vh [1E'l] 2 + ~E(L) 2. 
2 
L /o /o L J2 :=/o A' (E+vhE')  dz = A'vhE'dz+ A'Edz 
> -ellVh IIEtH 2 vh /0 L __ -- ~ I[A'I[ 2 + A(L)E(L) - AE' dz 
> -envh IIE'I] 2 - vh _ ~ HA'I[ 2 - 1E(L)2 - A(L) 2 - elh HE'H 2 - 4-~1h -1 I]A[I 2 (4.24) 
vh 
>_ - (e lh + envh)IIE'H 2 -- 4-~1h -1J[AII 2 - ~ IIA'Jl 2 - 4E(L)2 --t[Al[~ 
L 
Ja :=/o H (~h) E (E + vhE') dz 
L /o = fo (H (eh) -- H (e)) E (E + vhE') dz + H (e) E (E + vhE') dz 
_> - I lH (~) - H (~h)ll IIEII~4 - II H (~) - H (~h) l l  IlE]l~vh IlE'lt (4.25) 
+ elllEll 2 - IIH (~)11~ I[EIl"h llE'll 
> -Coh k (h-1/4llE]O 2 - Cohkh-1/2llEli~,h IIE'II + cl IIEII 2 - c2JlEjl uh IIE'H 
- 4e2  o 4E12c~ IIEll2-vh(e=+el=)llE'tl 2 
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Similarly, 
J4 := H (~.) h (~ + .hE') dz 
/o /: L (H (~.) H (~)) A (E + ~hE') dz + H (~) A (E + ,,hE') dz 
_> -IIH (~) - H (:h)11 IIEIIIIAII~ - II H (~) - H (~h)M IIAII~uh IIE'H 
- II H (~)llo~ I]Ell]IAII - II H (~)11oo llAII vh lIE'11 (4.26) 
>_ -CohkllElll[Alloo - CohkllAI]oouh I]E']I - c21tEll]]All - c211hlluh IIE']I 
> - (63 + 614)IIEII 2 - .h  (613 + 61~)IIE'II 2 
{" I C2h~ k + ~' C2h 2k+''~ IIAIIL - ( ~ + .h c2' ~ IIAII ~. 
Combining estimates (4.23)-(4.26) with (4.22), we have 
(uh (1 - (62 + ell -~- el2 --~ 613 "~ £15) )  - -  elh) IIE'II 2 + 1E(L)2 
÷ + - - 
(4.27) (A~7. 1 2 uh 2"~ 
= ,,---~ h -1 + 4-~4 c~ + 4--~ c2) IIAII 2 
(\1 + ~1 C2~e ,0,o + -f--u 62n2'+lh4e,3 0,o ) IIAIIL + (4-~h)IIA'II e. + 
Note that as we have a quasi-uniform esh partition, applying (3.6) across each of the subinter- 
vals, we have that 
I IAI I~ < Chl/2 IIA'II • 
Thus, for h sufficiently small, 
h IIE'II 2 + IIEII 2 _< C (h-lllAII 2 + hllA'll2). (4.28) 
Finally, as 
vrh IIq' - ~,ll m Ilq - ~hll < vrh (IIA'II + IIE'II) + (IIAll + IIEII), 
(4.20) follows from (4.28) and the interpolation properties of Q. I 
We now combine the above results to establish the convergence estimate. 
THEOREM 4.2. For m E N, and assuming the conditions of Theorem 3.1, and A1 and A2 are 
satisfied, then there exists unique solutions ~ and %g h tO (4 5), (4.6), and (4.7), respectively. In 
addition, 
II~' - ~:,ll - Chmm{m'k}. (4.29) 
PROOF. From Lemma 3 and (4.19), ~ is given by 
~(z)  = - - I  + e- Io H(e)(t) dr, (4.30) 
~'(Z) = -H  (~) (z)e-- ; ;  "(,~)(0 dt (4.31) 
@b) (Z) = -H  (~) (J- l)  (z)e- fo ,(~)(t)dt + cH (~)b-2) (z)H (~) (z)e-  J'0" "(~)(O,~t 
+. . .  + (H (~) (z)) '  e--/'; HO=)(O dt (4.32) 
If ~ e H i ( I )  then from (4.31), ~ ~ WI(I).  For ~ ~ H"(I), n > 1, then from (4.32) and the 
discussion in the proof of Lemma 6, ~ ~ H'~(I) also. 
We have that 
II ~ '  - ~,11 -< II ~ '  - q'll + IIq' - ~,11 • (4.33) 
From (4.5),(4.6) and (4.15),(4.16), we have that g(z) := ~(z) -- q(z) satisfies (4.1),(4.2) for 
6(z) :---- H (~) - H (~h)- Thus, (4.29) follows from (4.33), (4.11), and (4.20). I 
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4.1. Numer ica l  Results  for Wh(Z) 
In this section, we present numerical results for the approximation of the (dimensionless) film 
thickness, w(z) = 1 -4- ~(z). The numerical results are compared with the predicted theoretical 
results given in Theorem 4.2. 
As described in Section 3.3, computations were performed on a sequence of uniform partitions 
of [0, L]. The approximation ~-~h was computed as follows. First, on the given partition, rh was 
computed by solving (3.9). Then, (4.7) was solved for Wh- The values used for B, Fc, and L were 
the same as in Section 3.3. For v, the value v -- 1 was used. Various combinations of polynomial 
degrees were used for the approximation of~ and ~. Analogous to (3.40), and using Theorem 4.2, 
we have that 
<_ Ch mln{m'k} -t-C(2h) ram{re'k} = Ch mln(m'k}, (4.34) 
where k and m denotes the degree of the approximating, piecewise polynomials used for rh and 
~u, respectively. 
Table 2. Exper imenta l  rates  of convergence for [[w~ -w ~[[, us ing a quadrat i c  approx-  
imat ion  for ~. 
k=2 
h = L /4o  
h = L/SO 
h = L /160  
h = L /320  
h = L /640  
P /W L inear  Approx  (m = I) 
5,01E - 02 
2.52E - 02 
1.26E - 02 
6.28E - 03 
3.14E - 03 
Cvge Rate  
0.99 
1.00 
1 00 
1.00 
P /W Quad Approx.  (m = 2) 
Cvge. Rate  
2.07 
2 00 
2.00 
2.00 
P /W Cubm Approx  (m = 3) 
Cvge Rate  
7.86E - 03 
1 88E - 03 
4.68E - 04 
1 17E - 04 
2 92E - 05 
~'2hll 
8.49E - 03 
2 01E - 03 
4 99E - 04 
1.25E - 04 
3.12E - 05 
2.08 
2.01 
2,00 
2.00 
Pred icted 1,0 2.0 2.0 
u.I 
z v 
o m 
"r" 
I-- 
=, 
,T 
o3 
uJ 
...i :z 
_o 
¢D 
Z 
Q 
0.9 '  
08 
0.7 
0.6 
0.5 
0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 
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0 
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DIMENSIONLESS DISTANCE FROM NOZZLE 
Figure 3, P lot  of the dimenmonless fi lm thickness.  
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¢n 
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Figure 4. Plot of the (dimensionless) film thmkness and bubble radms. 
Presented in Table 2 are computations for I1~ -~h] l ,  obtained using a piecewise quadratic 
approximation for ~, i.e., k = 2, and piecewise linear, quadratic and cubic approximations for ~. 
The numerical convergence rates agree with those predicted (see (4.34)). Computations were also 
performed using piecewise linear and piecewise quadratic approximations for ~. The numerical 
convergence rates for these cases also agree with those predicted by Theorem 4.2. 
Displayed in Figure 3 is a plot of the (dimensionless) film thickness, computed using 320 
subdivisions and quadratic approximations for ~ and ~. The profile of the film thickness is 
consistent with physically expectations. In Figure 4, both the quadratic approximations for 
and z0, computed using 320 subdivisions, are displayed. Of interest o note is the consistency of
the rate of change of rh and Wh, which is expected to occur. 
First, note that 
LEMMA 8. 
APPENDIX  
DETAILED BOUND DERIVAT IONS 
i]?~lL -< II~']] + II ~' -~11 < II~'LI +R := D2, 
li~llJ~ <_ L 1/2 II~il] <_ D2. 
There exists a constant D4 < oo, such that 
(2(r1-~-1)2 (U(?~l-~-l)2-~-Fc))t[ __~n4iiril[. 
(A.1) 
(A.2) 
(A.3) 
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PROOF. Expanding the derivative, 
1) + + 
+ (e~ + 1) 2 2Be[ (e~ + 1) 
_< 4 (llelll~ + 1) (B (llel[l~ + 1) 2 +F¢) IV~II 
+ 4B (11,~111~ + 1) 2 (llelll~ + 1)Ile~ll 
= D4 Ilqll • t 
LEMMA 9. There exists constants Ds, D6 < 0% such that 
3B (el + 1) 2 (1 +e~ 2) L1 < D5 + D6 Ileill 2 . (A.4) 
PROOF. We have that 
3B (el + 1) 2 (1 + ~i '~) L1 -< 3B (< + 1) 2 L1 + 3B (el + I f  ~7 ~1 
< L3B (U'/~l [[o0 -4- 1) 2 + 3B (I]?~1 [Ioo -~- 1) 21[~]] 2
= Ds + De Ilqll ~ t 
LEMMA 10. There exists constants D7, Ds < c¢, such that 
e '2~11 < Dr +Ds  Ileill 2 (A.5) (F  c - 3.B(e I -}- 1) 2) (1 + 1,HL 1 _ 
PROOF. The proof of (A.5) follows as that of (A.4). II 
LEMMA 11. There exists a constant D25 < oo, such that 
(2G2(w + 1) 2 (f0 + B ((w + 1) 2 - 1)))' < D25 I1¢11 • (A.6) 
PROOF. The proof of equation (A.6) follows similarly to that of (A.3). | 
LEMMA 12. There exists a constant D26 < 0% such that 
[2 (~-e l ) (e  + el + 2)(B [(~1 + 1)2 + (~ + 1)2] + F~)] ' ]]~[[ <_ D26 [l~' - ~U . (A.7) 
PROOF.  Expand ing  the derivative, we have 
- + F ' [2(r el)(e +r l  +2) (B [(el 1)2 4- (r4- 1) 2] + c)] 
= 2(r'--e~.)('/~ "4-rl 4- 2)(B [(?~1 + 1) 2.+. (r 4- 1) 2 ] q- Fc) 
+2 (e - rl) (e -4- el + 2) 2B ((rl ÷ 1) rl + (r + 1) e')ll 
_< 2,[e'- e~][ (H'Ho~ 4-HeiHc~ 4-2)(B [(IfiHoo 4- 1) 2 4- (HrUoo 4- 1) 2] 4- -Pc) 
+2 lit- rlU{x~ (,]r'll 4- Hr~ll)(e [(H~ll[oo -F1)2@ (llrl,oo 4- 1) 9 ] 4- Fc) 
4- 4B lie - ,~,11~ (ll~ll~ + P~lloo + 2)(( l le l I l~ + 1)Ileill 4- (11<1~ 4-1) I1¢11). 
Using (3.6), we therefore obtain (A.7), where 
D26 = 2 (H'[] ~ ÷ I}'i'}oo 4- 2)(B [(l[eiHc~ 4-1)24- (UeHoo + 1) 2] 4- Fc)He~U 
+ 2L U2 (I]~'H + ][eil])(B [(l[elJl~ + 1) 2 + ([[el,o~ 4-1) 2] -F -Pc)linCH 
4- 4BL1/2 (ltel]~ 4- I lel l l~ 4- 2) ((lle~ll~ 4- 1)Ileill 4- (11~11~ + 1)I1¢11)Ile~ll. t 
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LEMMA 13. There  exists a constant D2s < oo, such that 
I] ~ ' -  rl][~ [[3B [(7:1 + 1)(~'+ ~) + (~ + rl + 2) (1 + ~,2)] [ILl Nrl[[~¢ -< D2s ][7:' - rill (A.8) 
PROOF. We have that 
[]3B [(rl + 1)(~' + rl) + (r + rl + 2) (1 + ~,2)] []L1 
as ][. I]L1 <-- L1/2H " [] • Using (3.6), we therefore obtain (A.8), where 
D28 -- L1/23B [(HrlHc~ -~- 1 )L  1/2 ([[~']]-~-[]~][)-~-(]l~[]oo -~-[[rl[[c~ -~- 2 ) (1  -~-[[r'H2)] HrlH~ . | 
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